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ABSTRACT

Online courses have benefited from the adequate use of digital resources that allow learners to be the center of their own learning process. More often online instructors not only aim at what students have to individually do but learners are also engaged in interacting with the educational community by means of a variety of metacognitive activities, which can be planned, thought and accomplished anywhere and at any time (ubiquitous learning). This article proposes a debate on the awareness of strategic knowledge acquisition to particular situations providing interactive scenarios among students of English as a Foreign Language (EFL) in online courses. Without communicative activities, the successful production of any foreign language is not complete since knowledge building and the understanding of the foreign language, either in written or spoken form, are the key points of an adequate performance of communication. The findings of this study will provide information about useful online tasks for the adequate performance of communicative metacognitive skills required in an EFL language distance course. Finally, some future research paths inclined to improve EFL distance learners from a metacognitive and ICT-based collaborative perspective are also suggested.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, online instructors are regularly revising their programs and assessment criteria to adapt them to student feedback as well as changes in emerging technologies. This contextualized adaptation also aims at responding to learners’ needs so that the online learning community can provide the resources and the learning scenarios for the successful performance of competences. The use of appropriate technology in online courses is important for improving both learning and the relationship between students and teachers when creating and sharing knowledge (Spector, 2014). Online distance learners can benefit from a proper selection of ubiquitous learning (u-learning) tools that allow participants the flexibility and creativity to complete the required tasks at the best time and in the best place they choose to access their courses. The physical space of a traditional classroom is transformed into a variety of digital spaces by means of internet access and the use of u-learning technologies.

It is doubtless that technologies can offer opportunities to modify instruction, to transform assessment and to enhance online learning. Since analyzing students’ metacognitive performance and communicative skills in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) is the main goal of this article, a review of the literature on current pedagogical strategies that are suitable for online courses will be presented in the first part of this chapter. The interactive tasks necessary for attaining communicative language competences will be addressed in the second half of this paper. Next, examples of online tasks used with the intention of encouraging active participation in EFL online courses will be revealed. Finally, the results emerging from the combination of the communicative language skills in EFL with the formative assessment designed for these online courses will be discussed.
This case study is based on a compulsory subject of EFL in the distance learning Degree in Social Work at the Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (ULPGC) in Spain. The main objective of this chapter is to demonstrate that a careful design of interactive tasks and assessment criteria will support u-learning distance learners in the conscious production of their EFL knowledge and communication.

BACKGROUND

Current EFL Pedagogical Strategies
It is a regular practice to see today’s learners using mobile devices such as laptops, tablets or smart mobile phones to, first, find any necessary information instantly, and, second, to access lecture videos, digital documents, interactive or downloadable activities and discussion forums posted on course platforms and social networks (Burbules, 2012; Garcia-Sanchez, Guerra-Artal & Afonso-Suarez, 2012). While the former action participates in informal learning, the second connects learners with a formal learning environment. Both behaviors often entail the approval of technology in education (Imtiaz & Maarop, 2014). Both would constantly improve present citizens’ knowledge and critical thinking.

Currently, a variety of pedagogies that focus on a participatory communicative approach in EFL has been necessarily implemented in the foreign language classroom (Andersen & Ponti, 2014; Cancino, 2015). Adair-Hauck and Troyan (2013) have even depicted interpersonal modes of communication at the time of dealing with the importance of feedback by means of the Integrated Performance Assessment (IPA). Equally, ubiquitous personalized learning is another strategy that emphasizes the importance of responding to the different type of learner, so that a diverse learning setting is considered (Chen, Lee & Chen 2005; Taraghi, 2012). Therefore, when delivering online courses, there is a more frequent need to offer interactive learning environments (ILE) that correspond with the reality of their online participants, who may need not only to exchange messages but they may also have the possibility of cooperating and/or collaborating in their knowledge building using digital tools.

A ubiquitous learning environment (ULE) not only allows for flexibility at the time of accessing u-resources but these u-learning materials are also designed to answer students’ needs and, consequently, they aim to become context-aware. U-learning happens anywhere else than the classroom. Technology has augmented this extended location, which is more open and no limited to unique situations happening in educational walls (Jones, Chew & Blackey, 2014). Different scholars have suggested that two remarkable differences between e-learning and u-learning is that knowledge is context-aware and it is accessed anywhere and at any time from any mobile devices that have an internet connection (Liu & Hwang, 2009; Liu, et al., 2014; Ogata & Uosaki, 2012). With a ULE, learners are able to constantly access, select and contrast information, as well as interact and share knowledge with others, which benefits their autonomous and collaborative u-learning (Garcia-Sanchez, 2014; Price & Rogers, 2004). Moreover, it is common to mention a more current terminology for the web 4.0 since its ubiquitous characteristics encourage the educative community to be hyper connected with changing technologies that focus on interaction and intercommunication (Garcia Aretio, 2014; Vizoso Martin, 2013: 243).

Since the focal point of this research is to observe students’ EFL interaction in online courses, it is paramount to apply a communicative approach that deals with successfully communicating and understanding messages so that learners are able to improve their communicative competence, and provide thoughtful arguments. This proposes being successfully able to use the foreign language words and rules; its appropriacy; its cohesion and coherence and its accurate use of communication strategies (Canale & Swain, 1980).

The design of the subject of this study, English Applied to Social Work (EASW), has been planned having in mind the communicative language skills that correspond with the correct written and oral expressions, and with the appropriate structures used when
communicating meaningful messages in the foreign language. Although this subject is based on English for Specific Purposes (ESP), it involves the use of English as a Foreign Language (EFL) approaches with a variety of technologies that aim to enhance language skills (Traore & Kyei-Blankson, 2011). Pirsl, Popovska and Pirsl (2013) argued that “ESP is essentially a training operation which seeks to provide learners with restricted competence to enable them to cope with certain clearly defined tasks” (p. 2). The ESP approach allows these future professionals of the field of Social Work to improve the specific communicative tasks designed for their profession but, at the same time, the approach establishes a dialogue with the general communicative language skills in English that students need to improve and demonstrate to succeed in the general communication of the foreign language. Consequently, the teaching material of EASW combines all-purpose foreign language skills with the ESP context of the area of social work in order to respond to these learners’ needs (Hutchinson & Water, 1987).

U-learning Metacognition for Online Interaction

In order to engage learners in distance interactive learning environments (ILE), an appropriate online system with a correct methodology needs to be applied so that interaction can happen between the learner and the system or among the members of the educational community, that is between learners, and between the learners and the teacher (Garcia Aretilo, 2014; Pennings et al., 2014; Psotka, 2012). Suitable tools must be selected and satisfactory learning tasks should be designed by following both an ILE and communicative skills in EFL.

Research by Pirsl, Popovska and Pirsl (2013) suggests that “Metacognition is cognition about cognition or thinking about thinking. Thinking can be about what the person knows and what the person is currently doing” (p. 4). If this definition is considered, a distance learning course should combine both metacognitive abilities with metacognitive experiences. There is no doubt that distance learners are especially put into contexts that require their conscious independent thinking to solve problems. They need to demonstrate a thorough response to their autonomous abilities not only to learn but also to plan, organize and distribute their time and tasks (Martín-Santana & García-Sánchez, 2014). Metacognitive activities involve active participation by learners and active monitoring by teachers in order to achieve both cognitive and communicative goals (Price & Rogers, 2004).

The interactive learning approaches applied in this study are based on Task-Based Language Learning (TBLL), Presentation Practice Production (PPP) and Project Based Learning (PBL). Although these practices can be a challenge when participating in online courses, they are focused on improving both cognitive and social skills, which can be either individually-oriented or cooperatively-oriented. TBLL is per se a communicative variety of the communicative learning approach since learners are structured in smaller groups in order to achieve various collaborative goals that require the correct use of the target language (Ellis, 2003). PPP is not a method but a pedagogical strategy (Criado, 2013; Harmer, 1996; Harmer, 2009) that implies communicating the second language by allowing students to create a context that may facilitate the production of the targeted language once the presentation and the practice of the new vocabulary has been delivered in the course. PPT is not new but the use of technology modifies the delivery of this instructive strategy in multiple ways. PBL also implies having small groups working collaboratively and dependently to finally achieve a goal, which may be a solution to a problem or to a question. The main difference, however, between TBLL and PBL is that the latter requires a longer period of time for learners to investigate and to formulate the answers to the project they are creating, while TBLL may be solved in a two-hour session, for instance.
METHODOLOGY

This case study results from two academic years of revision and research of the online course, *English Applied to Social Work (EASW)*, as part of the Degree in Social Work in the Distance Learning Platform, *Teleformación*, at Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (ULPGC), Spain. A descriptive qualitative approach was used as part of this case study to consider the learning task and the foreign language skills achieved by students. Furthermore, a digital u-learning approach was adopted in order to collect data from September 2012 to July 2014. These data were mostly gathered from a nonparticipant observation of all the activities and interactive exercises generated on the course platform.

EASW was delivered in the third year of the Degree in Social Work. The average number of students was 40 students each year. They resided in a variety of places in Spain. The majority were adults whose age was over 30 years old (70%). The design of this online course was planned using the *Teleformación* platform, which is based on *Moodle*. There were clear aims, exercise, deadlines and assessment criteria for learners to be accomplished at the end of each task and, correspondingly, at the end of the course.

The Learning Environment

Students in this study participated in a u-learning environment (ULE) that allowed them the flexibility of accessing course materials anywhere and at any time (Kalantzis & Cope, 2012; Wurst, Smarkola & Gaffney, 2008). In other words, the participants were afforded the use of context-aware methodologies that were adapted to their needs (Cope & Kalantzis, 2010; Chenol Mora, 2013; De la Torre et al., 2013; Garcia-Sanchez, 2012). A group forum for discussion, a course chat, *YouTube* video presentations, and the private tutorial conversations were the main online interactive tools used to promote learners’ expression in English.

For the learning plan, distance learners were aware of receiving independent learning input by accessing the textbook, which was designed and published for this purpose. They not only had the textbook in their hands, once they enrolled in this course, but they could also access the e-document all over again from their mobile devices, if they wanted to browse the course material online. Not only the book content but, equally important, the compulsory online tasks, the course forums, video lectures, PowerPoint or Screencast presentations, general feedback on common mistakes and good practice, individual feedback, the private online tutorial and the further practice links posted on the platform were the online u-learning resources that complemented this learning plan. Output was presented by means of learners’ participation in the course forums, the glossary, the online tasks they individually had to post on the platform, and the final exam.

The structure of the book was imperative for learners to achieve the learning outcomes. The six learning units that shaped this course were structured in titles, linked to a successful performance for social workers. Each unit had two reading texts and exercises (comprehension and lexis), a use of English section and a vocabulary section with the answer keys for all the activities suggested. The answers were deliberately given in order to promote independent learning skills in these distance learning participants. The topics presented in each of the six units dealt with some aspects of the communication process. The first unit introduced the different characteristics of the communicative process and it established some differences between verbal and non-verbal communication. The consequent four units of the course were more specific for the field of social work and they linked the general concept of communication with human services, family communication, child protection, and elderly people. Finally, there was a last unit devoted to managing communication in prisons. There was also a list of keywords organized at the end of each unit together with a conscious learning grid to allow learners to reflect upon their own learning process. The keys to all the exercises designed in each unit were also included in the textbook.
FINDINGS

Interactive Learning: Examples
First of all, the discussion forum in the distance learning course of EASW was proved to be a successful interactive learning tool with three varieties. The first forum, administered by the teacher, functioned as an indispensable notice board since it was devoted to posting news regarding the course. Each time a new topic was posted, learners automatically received the message on their institutional emails. No learners could open a new topic nor reply to any comments posted by the teacher. In this line, some of the messages, especially those that summarized the four face-to-face teaching sessions were often written in Spanish to make sure that students understood the core content of those key meetings. The second forum (see Figure1) was a discussion forum medium and English was the communicating tool used by the participating community. Although both the teacher and the students could open discursive topics, not so many students engaged in this step but just followed the proposals provided by the instructor (48%). The last forum was designed as a repository of group questions related to the course program or to the instructions of any specific task, for instance. Some learners preferred to post their questions on the course platform so that they could receive an answer from any other learner or from the teacher (68%). Other learners, on the contrary, chose to be reserved on their public contributions. They opted to use a more individual learning approach when using the tool of the private tutorial to directly ask the teacher any questions or seek clarification for any doubts they may have during the course (32%).

Dear students,
This forum is optional and only opened for you to actively participate in the discussions proposed by your teacher. Be an active contributor so that you can practice your English expression. Remember to use polite language and always be respectful with other opinions. Thanks and regards!

Figure: 1
The instructions for the course forum, “Your Discussions“ to encourage active contributions in the foreign language

Secondly, the course chat, presented as synchronous interaction for learners, allowed participants to have a more real contact with each other. The times and dates planned for the voluntary chat to take place were previously posted on the notice board forum to inform learners. Although the chat could be presented as a resource for exchanging instant questions, suggestions or for just practicing the foreign language expression, it must be said that the distance learners of EASW did not actively participate in this interactive tool. Only twelve of eighty students involved themselves on this voluntary instant medium so that the chat task will be reconsidered as a smaller group exercise so that it could be promoted as a successful discursive tool in a future online course. The instructor may also present the chat as a tool for social interaction and small group work contributions before a collaborative task is finally delivered on the online platform.

Students’ Metacognitive Interaction
The tasks designed for the autonomous distance learning scenarios have motivated critical thinking linked to these learners’ professional field. As a result, students’ thoughts have highlighted what they know about a particular topic so that they have applied their ideas to a more practical approach that has aimed to find some solutions to different anticipated problems they may find in their profession. This reflective contextualization has proved to be efficient in this ESP learning community. Although some of these metacognitive tasks have been accomplished in autonomous learning environments, they would be more enriching when deliberately proposed in interactive online environments such as discussion
forums or synchronous chats (Kyei-Blanson & Donnelly, 2014). These students’ metacognitive abilities have demanded an active participation by learners and active intensive observation by teachers so that knowledge building and communication take place in each learner.

The tasks designed for monitoring students’ learning progress during the course were divided into three. The first corresponded with the contents of units 1 and 2, while activity 2 dealt with units 3 and 4 (see Figure 2). As a result units 5 and 6 were conveyed with the completion of task 3. These activities were designed to correspond with the performance of different language skills such as reading or listening comprehension, grammar and use of English, oral and written expression, and vocabulary. Activity 2, for instance, although individually created, demanded the combination of PPP, TBLL and PBL learning strategies since one of its exercises required the video recording of an oral presentation in which students had to answer some questions related to the course, which would additionally involve further research. The tool suggested for this video recording was YouTube or Present me so that they could send the video link for the task to be assessed.

In view of the TBLL, PPP and the PBL strategies, the u-learning tools that have contributed to enhance communicative competences in EFL and interaction among students and between students and the teacher in a distance learning environment have been the video lectures, the PowerPoint Presentations, the wiki, the online glossary, the course chat, and the discussion forum. Table 1 illustrates a clearer classification of tasks according to the learning outline used.

Table: 1

Interactive learning approaches for distance learning tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Applied to Social Work</th>
<th>TBLL</th>
<th>PPP</th>
<th>PBL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual tasks to hand in</td>
<td>Video lectures / presentations</td>
<td>Wiki (not used in these distance courses yet).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive exercises</td>
<td>Discussion Forums</td>
<td>Glossary with definitions and examples in context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of exam questions with 4 options and only 1 is correct</td>
<td>PDF documents with further explanations</td>
<td>PowerPoint Presentations by students responding to a question delivered by the teacher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External links for practicing listening, pronunciation, grammar, reading or writing skills</td>
<td>PowerPoint Presentations by students responding to a question delivered by the teacher</td>
<td>Posting of exam question examples on the course forum to share with other distance learners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although individually addressed, task 3 was also designed with the intention of using the EFL skills and a real-life problem solving (Beldarrain, 2006, p.147) with clear objectives, instructions and resources (See figure 3). Task 3 was presented as an example of exercises planned for students to accomplish, individually, the three strategies proposed for learning: PPP, TBLL and PBL. It had some listening exercises, reading, vocabulary, use of English and writing skills since students had to find out information about the two prisons in Gran Canaria, and how social workers would communicate with the inmates, their families and the professionals working in these institutions. Although these three strategies may depend on group work, the distance learners only presented their projects or tasks individually and there was not a chance for working in small groups as the TBLL or PBL would demand.
The plan of this course was created considering the core content, the interaction happening among the educational community and the correspondence between tasks and the assessment criteria. In this line, assessment was adaptive, formative, summative, informative, interactive, internet-based and progressive (Griffin, 2014; Griffin et al., 2010; Zafar & Albidewi 2015) since students were offered suggestions to improve their work and feedback on the good practice and common mistakes they provided in each task. The evaluation of EASW was designed following the rules proposed by the Teleformación organization at ULPGC so that the formative and summative assessment was especially individually-oriented. Students participated in a formative, summative and internet-based assessment that was also personalized and instant or almost quite short at the time of providing feedback or suggestions for improving learners’ work.

The formative evaluation of EASW had two obligatory items with a summative percentage of 50 each: the completion of the tasks and the final exam. The first item of the formative assessment was the accomplishment of the 3 online tasks designed for each unit of the course so that students could demonstrate an adequate understanding of the content studied in the course. The teacher could mark these tasks and intervene in the students’ progress with some suggestions for improvement if the activity was sent during the first...
This requires saying that each task was meant to be presented in a two-week period. Learners who sent the activity in the first week had the chance for a second correction, after having followed the suggestions provided by their teacher. This feedback was informative, individual, interactive, interventionist and progressive and it aimed at highlighting the weaknesses and strengths of each student. The final exam was the second item that fulfilled the other remaining 50% of the evaluation. It consisted of a multiple choice test of 30 questions corresponding with the 6 units of the course, and only one answer being correct. This test was previously designed on the course platform, following the rules of Teleformación, which implied, for instance having a minimum of 3 questions per unit that could be related to lexis, use of English and the reading exercises and syllabus studied in the course. Once the exam was created and accepted by the evaluation committee of the online Degree in Social Work, it was ready for the teacher to print it out and bring it to the face-to-face exam session on the date set for it. Distance learners had to physically sit at the Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, if they lived near their campuses, or in any other official institution planned for sitting exams at Teleformación all over Spain.

Another rule of Teleformación established that no questions or comments would be provided by any teacher monitoring an exam, so that all learners in different spaces would have exactly the same conditions. Once the exams were finished, they were delivered to the secretary of Teleformación and sent online to the teacher in charge in 24 or 48 hours. The internet-based assessment offered that the exam marks were posted on the students’ personal assessment profile with the number of correct answers, incorrect answers and items not completed. If students had 1 answer wrong they were penalized with 0.33 marks. Figure 4 shows the teacher’s access to the assessment corresponding to all students with their marks for their three tasks (See columns UA02, UA04 and UA06), the average mark of the tasks (Media de Act.), the exam mark (EXAMORD), and the final grade (See last column for “Cal.ORD”) corresponding to 50% for the tasks + 50 % for the exam.

This study reveals that advances in assessing students’ performance either individually or in groups, together with their communicative competence have positive implications when delivering online courses due to technological resources and appropriate learning methodologies. The possibilities of having more interactive tasks to allow online learners to participate and exchange knowledge anywhere and at any time would improve the necessary communicative skills when learning EFL. Clearly, it is worth mentioning to underline that reexamining the adequate selection of tasks that best correspond with the proper technological tools would make the active learning process easier to flow so that successful communication in EFL takes place. Finally, the results also bring to light that
another arrangement that deals with tasks and assessment is also essential to improve interaction and the communicative competence in an EFL online course (Gikandi, Morrow & David, 2011; Hewson, 2012). Either way, tasks, tools and competences should be positioned in the same box when designing any EFL course that especially aims at improving interactive, digital and communicative skills.

Distance EFL educators must adapt their courses to their learners’ needs by paying attention to emerging technologies that can improve their communicative skills in the foreign language (Beldarrain, 2006, p.146). Equally, the combination of distance learning courses and English language learning can be a hard endeavor for some learners. This may imply that successful educators should also encourage EFL learners’ motivation to work online since teachers often have a significant influence on learners’ progress (Craft, Chappell & Twining, 2008; McEown & Takeuchi, 2014). Distance EFL teachers ought to also revise how their courses are delivered, how learners’ tasks are designed, how distance learners are performing the course abilities, and how assessment is corresponding with students’ progress. Moreover, distance EFL educators must innovatively adjust their course design to the most appropriate learning theories and metacognitive strategies that best correspond with a specific task or with learners’ needs to successfully achieve the course goals.

**SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

We have aimed to establish interactive learning approaches in this study based on TBLL, PPP and PBL but they have been mainly oriented for autonomous learning, with the exception of the discussion forums, the glossary and the creation of exam questions. Cooperative and even collaborative learning approaches can be applied in this study by means of designing tasks that can be clearly dependent on the small group participation. In this line, it would be positive to use, the Wiki tool and/or some collaborative video presentations (without having in mind their local areas) with clear instructions for each member to make their contribution in a well-structured group whose aim is to accomplish the goals of the cooperative work. In this line, the interactive experience between groups would improve cognitive, metacognitive, communicative and social skills. This group work could be considered part of the summative assessment describing the minimum aims each member of the group should accomplish.

The chat can also be part of the summative assessment if the teacher would establish clear instructions, specific dates and times for the small groups to exchange information, to discuss their projects and to establish some dialogues in English with the intention of creating their collaborative task. This interaction can also be added to the summative and formative evaluation so that the teacher can contemplate learners’ coordination and group work by accessing the chat once the activity is completed. This will have a positive result since not only students’ group work but also their communicative skills would be assessed when participating on the chat. Some general feedback regarding good practice and common mistakes could be provided once all the groups interact on their chat.

**CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS**

Currently, distance learning courses should be designed for building interaction among the educational members of the community. Online courses should not only be individually-oriented, personalized and context-aware in order to answer learners’ specific needs but they ought to be collaboratively-oriented in order to enrich the social, communicative and interactive abilities of its participants. Learning English as a Foreign Language (EFL) implies long-term interaction between students and teachers, and regular access to information by means of ubiquitous learning (u-learning) environments. Since being an EFL learner is characterized by communicating with others, it is also beneficial to build knowledge together in interactive learning scenarios. Because today’s learners often use the internet for different purposes, and that includes for socially contacting their online friends, EFL distance learners at the Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria unsurprisingly demand more participation in discussion forums.
and in online spaces where they can use their metacognitive communicative skills when interacting with others. This is advantageous when applied to EFL courses that are focused on enhancing the communicative competence of their learners.

In order to deal with the performance and the assessment of communicative competences in EFL, a revision of current pedagogical strategies for distance learning spaces have been initially discussed in this paper. Secondly, it has been highlighted that the achievement of appropriate interactive tasks should correspond with the communicative language skills learners are performing. Finally, the internet-based assessment of the distance learning course has been typified for being formative, summative, interventionist, informative, interactive and progressive (Griffin, 2014; Griffin et al., 2010).

This study highlights that due to appropriate u-learning tools, distance learning participants are given flexibility to complete the required tasks at the best time and in the best place they choose to access their online courses. Nowadays, distance learning communities are immersed in a variety of interactive digital spaces, which can be advantageous as they can be accessed from any mobile device, by means of internet access and a u-learning methodology, English Applied to Social Work, in a distance learning environment has proved that using various online tools that are combined with competence-performance and interactive tasks can favor contextualized ubiquitous EFL learning. This is an advantage for today’s citizens that are constantly updating their education with ICT-supported courses. Further research should be pervasive in order to allow current citizens’ abilities to be professionally and personally adapted to the most demanding desires of an open-learning society that is constantly moving forward.

Some future directions to further continue this ubiquitous learning analysis would be related to collaborative learning in online distance learning courses. Learners’ immersion in technology, for their own individual and collaborative learning process, ought to be combined with multiple real-life scenarios that participate in a communicative approach for EFL distance learners. Since technology is changing daily, empirical research on current technologies that enhance not only students’ interaction but their adaptation to the newest digital learning spaces could also be another research point.

Equally, autonomous learning and individual /cooperative/collaboratively students’ creativity by means of online distance learning environments could be an area of additional research (Loveless, 2007) since the active involvement of learners makes the best learning happen. Learning is metacognitive and non-stop. Every learner should think about thinking and revisit the knowledge that has already transformed society. Everyone’s awareness of that learning is always exclusive and it can provide new insights of understanding.
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